My Shadow by Robert Louis Stevenson

I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see.
He is very, very like me.
From the heels up to the head;
But what can be the use of being so very much like me?

It’s the Scared of My Shadow - Frantic Films
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This animation film done by Neha Kulkarni, IDC IIT Bombay.

Me and My Shadow

The film My Shadow is a visual spectacle that captures the essence of the poem "My Shadow" by Robert Louis Stevenson.

Scared of My Shadow

Scared of My Shadow is a documentary that explores how real and perceived fears are grappled with in a media-induced culture of paranoia.

Me and My Shadow

Me & My Shadow is a project that involves both parents and children, with the goal of creating stories about you or profiles of you.

Guilt Is My Shadow

Guilt Is My Shadow (1950) - IMDb

Running From My Shadow

Running From My Shadow is a song by Australian band Keane.

My Shadow

My Shadow may refer to:
- My Shadow (poem), by Robert Louis Stevenson
- My Shadow (song), by Robert Louis Stevenson
- My Shadow (film)
- My Shadow (brand)

My Shadow (song) by Robert Louis Stevenson

The song "My Shadow" by Robert Louis Stevenson is a haunting and philosophical piece about the nature of shadows and their relationship to the mind.

Lolly Daskal

Lolly Daskal's poem about a shadow that goes in and out with me, and what can be the use of him is more than I can see. He is very much like me.
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